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Hello from The Cosmos!
B Y  S H A N N O N  L A M E R E

What causes are you most passionate about?

What are your personal and professional big goals? Do they match

what you are most passionate about in the world?

Who do you need to be in step into this alignment?

Hello and happy Lunar New Year! February begins with a New Moon in

Aquarius, the Lunar New Year, and the sacred holiday of Imbolc, the

season of Midwinter. 

The Planets are all going DIRECT starting February 3rd with Mercury

moving forward. This means fast forward energy spirited by Uranus

through April 29, 2022. 

Lunar New Year 2022:  The Water Tiger

Planets DIRECT!
Nodal Wave 411
Aquarius lunar
cycle
Moon Magical
tips
IMBOLC oracle
spread
Setting power
intentions
and more!

This issue's Galactic

News reads:



Astro Highlights:  FEBRUARY 2022
W H A T  T H E  P L A N E T S  A R E  D O I N G  I N  T H E  S K I E S

Your "Inner Water Bearer"
  activates your SOUL GIFT contributions 

to bringing in a new reality.

Venus goes direct 01/29/22 - retraces steps through
Capricorn as the Morning Star.
Aquarius 12 degrees New Moon + Lunar New Year of the
Water Tiger on 02/01/22.
Mercury goes direct 02/03/22. All planets in forward
motion through 04/29/22.
Sun conjunct Saturn 02/04/22 - New Cycle of Aquarius
Ancient Ruler. Look for signs of Atlantis Rising.
Leo Full Moon + Venus conjunct Mars 02/16/22.
Sun into Pisces on 02/19/22.
Pluto returns to USA Natal Pluto 02/20/22 - The Revolution
begins!



2022:  Year of the Water Tiger

Artwork by Tamara Phillips. Visit her website here.

The Year of the Water Tiger brings strength, power, and clarity. The
Water Tiger will help you have strong ethics and ignite your passions
for causes that have meaning to your heart. What do you feel fierce

and ferocious about? Tiger will help you answer that this year.
The Water Element offers you the power of clearing your

consciousness and dissolving old belief systems that hinder your
ability to live in peace. Take time to be nurtured by the great Tiger

Mother who will protect you, too.

https://www.tamaraphillips.ca/


Galactic Spotlight:  THE LUNAR NODES
W H A T  T A U R U S - S C O R P I O  H A V E  T O  S A Y  F O R  Y O U R  L I F E

The Taurus North Node is about opening

up to your Earth Medicine Woman/Man

relationship with Mother Earth. There is

evolutionary energy in becoming more

grounded, living in the present moment

now, and being self-reliant. The practice of

giving thanks and praises for all you have

today increases the abundance of

opportunities that will magically come into

your life.  Keep a Gratitude journal or Jar.

The Scorpio South, is about releasing the

past life patterns of Scorpio in the shadow

vibration. You can access transform energy

to quickly shift your personal frequency

when you release:  manipulation and control

through fear, feeling jealousy or envy

towards others success, and relying too

much on other people's money, resources, or

emotional caregiving. Scorpio South Node

can bring up superstitions, distrust, and

secrets (especially around sexual betrayal). 

Pay attention to any of this showing up in

your life. Look to your Natal Mars and Pluto

to help you powerfully let go and transmute

the Scorpio imbalances. 

TAURUS - SCORPIO  Lunar Nodes:
 

Unwinding past betrayal to rematriate the Earth with Love
 

Scorpio South Node:Taurus North Node:

Wherever you have Taurus in your chart, you have a

new karmic mission until 2023 - 

evolving Mindfulness /Embodiment via some heroic

healing breakthroughs. - Lorna Brevan



Aquarius Lunation Power:  NEPTUNE
N E P T U N E  I S  T H E  E X A L T E D  R U L E R  O F  A Q U A R I U S

Neptune is the exalted ruler of the sign of

Aquarius. When Neptune appears in its

"Yang" for masculine energy, Neptune steps

fully into the Aquarius humanitarian or

Human 2.0 as seen in the Wheel of Fortune

Tarot card. 

Align yourself with what is being revealed

to you in your dreams. When Neptune

travels through its home sign of Pisces, you

have access to the spiritual library of the

Akash. You can access your Soul insights for

planning your future for 2022. 

Check out the New Moon Ceremony to call

in a "Mama Bear" Spirit guide to empower

your opportunities in 2022. 

Travels 21-22 degrees Pisces with Pallas

Athena.

Aligns with the South Node in Scorpio to

help you unwind past life patterns.

Neptune in Aquarius is the energy of the

Water Bearer and reflects the wider universe,

Neptune is positive and unifies the greater

good for humanity. Neptune empowers

others in much the same spirit that Aquarius

does. Aquarius exalts Neptune because

Neptune doesn’t rely on concepts, words,

and ideas to achieve his humanitarian goals.

Neptune helps you consider other people’s

needs before considering your own. 

 

Neptune Transits in February: 

Neptune highlights the concept of:  "Take responsibility
to deepen your enjoyment of life."





KEEPING TRACK:  IN YOUR NATAL CHART

New Moon at 12 degrees Aquarius

What House?

Any Planets here?

Aspects:  Squares - Look for planets in
your Taurus, Leo, and Scorpio Houses.

Taurus:
Leo:
Scorpio:

1st Qtr Moon at 19 degrees Taurus

What House?

Any Planets here?

Aspects:  Squares - Look for planets in
your Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius Houses.

Leo:
Scorpio:
Aquarius:

Full Moon at 28 degrees Leo

What House?

Any Planets here?

Aspects:  Squares - Look for planets in
your Scorpio, Aquarius, and Taurus Houses.

Scorpio:
Aquarius:
Taurus:

New Moon at 4 degrees Sagittarius

What House?

Any Planets here?

Aspects:  Squares - Look for planets in
your Gemini, Pisces, and Virgo Houses.

Gemini:
Pisces:
Virgo:

February 1, 2022 February 8, 2022

February 16, 2022 February 23, 2022



KEEPING TRACK:  MOONDIAL CALENDAR



Aquarius Lunation:  LUNAR NEW YEAR
"BE STILL & SET INTENTIONS"

IMBOLC ORACLE CARD SPREAD:

NOTES:



The Aquarius New Moon occurs on a Monday and Mondays are the day devoted to the Moon. When a New
Moon happens on a Monday, there is an extra special blessing for you to rebirth yourself. Read more here.

The Sabian Symbol is the image of "A Barometer". This powerful symbol guides you to create a new cycle
of change. Aquarius creates a new cycle for your future life. Even though the future has not yet been
created, there is an underlying order in existence. The Sun and Moon’s energy points to whatever can be
measured in your life, can also be contained into an order. The image of a barometer measures air
pressure. This tool of measurement asks you to take a reading of the mental energy in the collective
(Aquarius) or in your community. What are people thinking about? What are they talking about? Who is
hanging out with who?

To process what the future holds, inquire as to what the collective is focusing on in the current moment
now. Ask yourself, “What is needed now to create a shift towards a more positive focus?” When you
receive your answers and take action on the wisdom of Spirit, you will be able to foresee what is coming
as a possible future. You can also take a measurement of the collective mindset and see based on no
changes, what will most likely take place in the future.

Bear pictures
Acorns or Flower
seeds
Tiger's Eye, Garnet &
Amethyst
Dried berries
Leather or cloth
pouch
Chamomile tea

Talisman Bag: 

Aquarius Lunation:  NEW MOON
"BE STILL & SET INTENTIONS"

OVERVIEW:

RITUAL:
"Calling the Bear"

from Angela Moran, Wicca Magazine
 

Neptune can bring "Mama Bear" power into your life to
empower your Soul gifts in 2022. To call in the Great Bear,
gather symbols for your Bear magical pouch. Make the
chamomile tea to help you relax. Go to  your sacred space
indoors or outdoors. Ground and close your eyes. Imagine the
most beautiful Mama Bear and invite her to be in your life and
infuse her magic with yours. Gather your sacred items in the
leather or cloth bag. Tie with prayer and wear to feel her
presence. Finish your tea and thank Mama Bear for her gifts.

https://lunarladies.com/change-your-future-now-aquarius-new-moon-2022/


NEW MOON:  12 AQUARIUS 01/31/2022

WHERE IS THIS HAPPENING IN YOUR CHART?



Dedicated space
Four elements:  Water
Air Earth & Fire
Sacred & meaningful
things that have value
Journal, Oracle Cards

What you will need: "Creating Sacred Space"

As the planets move into higher states of consciousness, you are
being guided to be in sacred space as much as possible. There is no
more need to fix yourself. You are a sacred vessel all ready to receive
the Aquarius consciousness of the Water Bearer. 

Be a cup and fill up!

Drop self-improvement and listen to your Soul. Encode new
neural pathways with Compassion. Create a sanctuary in your home
that brings you to a sacred place of allowing yourself to be filled with
Grace.

Spend time in your Sacred Space everyday. Make it easy and
accessible to drop in anytime. Stay for 5 minutes or 5 hours. Keep is
clean and clear so your Angels, Guides, & Power Animals can visit!

Aquarius Lunation:  FULL MOON
"RELEASE & CELEBRATE"

OVERVIEW:

CEREMONY:

The Leo Full Moon occurs on a Wednesday and this is the day devoted to Mercury. Mercury energy helps
you shapeshift to align with your needs and to celebrate more of life. A Mermaid rises out of the Aquarius
future to help you swim powerfully through change. The Leo Full Moon says, "Pure spirit insists that life
shines joyfully." 

The Sabian Symbol is the image of "A Mermaid". This powerful Spirit Guide reminds you of your true
original essence. We are born of water. Light the Leo heart chakra fire to recall your mermaid memories.
The Leo Full Moon echoes Neptune's message that "Pure spirit insists that life shines joyfully." The Full
Moon alights your passion to live your life to the fullest. Swim through the rough waters by having no fear
of the depths. Release and let go of any shallow emotional living. 



FULL MOON MERMAID MEDICINE



FULL MOON:  28 LEO 02/16/2022

WHERE IS THIS HAPPENING IN YOUR CHART?



Aquarius Lunation:  1st QUARTER MOON
"BREAKTHROUGH & POWER UP"

MAGIC TIP:

Aquarius Lunation:  3rd QUARTER MOON
"REFLECT & LET GO"

MAGIC TIP:

Activate your Venus energy during the 1st Quarter Taurus Moon week. Mars trines Uranus in Taurus to
empower your growth. Talk to the clouds, wind, and sky to download messages from your Higher Self. 

 

To-Do:
~ Honor the Divine Feminine

~ Get out in Nature & move your body
~ Remember past life gifts
~ Plant seeds & pull weeds

The 3rd Quarter Sagittarius Moon happens on Wednesday or Mercury Day. Mercury shapeshifts into an
Eagle. Fly high in the sky with laser vision. Be loyal to a shared ideal that empowers the Collective. 

 

To-Do:
~ Contemplate the meaning of Life

~ Live according to your spiritual principles
~ Release your angelic wings

~ Elevate your support system with wise people



Wisdom of the Ages
King Arthur and the Round Table
Spear of Destiny
Releasing past struggles and strife
Surrender to peace

Neptune rules now are lending synergy and harmony to your Capricorn lunation. Neptune's gift of
wisdom is to celebrate what is being rebirthed within you. Your Soul is celebrating its inner light.
Embody your spiritual awareness to merge with the available spiritual forces and energies. Sit with
any new impressions until you understand their authenticity or depth. 

Mercury goes direct to the 24 degrees Capricorn. This is the same degree the Sun activated on
January 14th when Mercury went retrograde. Focus your mind on what you value and what your
culture values. Move forward by reassessing your worth. Move forward knowing your value!

Uranus and the Lunar Nodes builds the energy necessary to release the patterns of the path
quickly - like overnight. The release of your suppressed power will grow new gardens of delight.
These sustainable practices are to be ruled by your Crown Chakra bringing in the energy of
invention and innovation. Master the fine art of Gratitude. It is the best attitude for 2022!

The next New Moon happens on March 2, 2022, at 9:46 PM PST at 12 degrees Pisces. This lunation
is conjunct the expansive power of Jupiter (the ancient ruler of Pisces). The Sun, Moon, and Jupiter
align to create a "A Sword in a Museum". This powerful energetic embodiment will help you with:

Last Lunation of 2021:  PISCES
March 2 - 30, 2022

OVERVIEW:  Moving Forward

The next Astro Magic Newsletter will be
emailed to you February 28th!


